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ABSTRACT: Can seemingly benign deployments of armed forces on military operations other than war (MOOTW) – such as humanitarian relief, anti-piracy, and search and rescue missions – exacerbate security dilemmas? The security dilemma has long held a central role in international relations theory, but existing analyses have focused on examining whether an actor’s defensive activities vis-à-vis a rival drive competition if misperceived as threatening. Despite increased MOOTW participation militaries throughout Asia, scant attention has been paid to the broader strategic implications of these operations. This article proposes a hypothesis in which MOOTW participation exacerbates security competition by revealing offensive military capabilities and providing a state with skills that make offensive action easier. The article then examines Japan’s post-3/11 earthquake response to assess whether MOOTW drive security competition. The findings suggest that MOOTW participation can intensify long-term security competition, especially when rising powers are involved.
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In March 2014, China deployed a flotilla of nearly twenty warships and Coast Guard vessels along with long-range military transport aircraft to assist in the search for missing 
Malaysian Airlines Flight 370.\(^1\) Beijing’s deployment showcased China’s growing military capabilities and highlighted its ability to sustain operations far beyond its periphery. Did the mission showcase military capabilities that stoked concerns among China’s rivals, even though the operation was ostensibly benign and not targeted at an adversary? Cases like the search for the missing Malaysian airliner lead us to ask whether seemingly altruistic military operations other than war (MOOTW) that respond to non-traditional challenges – such as humanitarian assistance, search and rescue, and anti-piracy missions – exacerbate security dilemmas and security competition.\(^2\)

The classic security dilemma holds that a state’s efforts to increase its security may have the paradoxical effect of leaving it less secure in the long run. Since the international system lacks a central arbiter, states must take steps to guarantee their own security.\(^3\) When deciding how to respond to a potential rival, however, states are faced with both a dilemma and a paradox. On one hand, failing to take defensive action may leave a state weak vis-à-vis its rivals. On the other hand, rivals may misperceive a state’s defensive security seeking behavior as offensive in nature, ratcheting up tension and security competition between potential adversaries.\(^4\)

The same factors that shape the security dilemma in traditional security contexts may also apply to MOOTW participation. Governments that fail to take part in MOOTW may face

---


\(^2\) Although the United States Department of Defense no longer uses the expression “military operations other than war” in official documents, MOOTW is still used by several other states and captures a range of operations that fall below the threshold of traditional combat operations.


domestic audience costs or criticism imposed by the international community, which can weaken a leader’s or state’s standing. Participation, however, also comes with risks that can decrease a state’s security. MOOTW deployments reveal military capabilities, such as strategic airlift, blue water naval capacity, and alliance interoperability that could also be used to support offensive missions. MOOTW participation may also make offensive action easier and less risky by enhancing expertise in expeditionary operations. In addition to showcasing capabilities, shortcomings in MOOTW execution may prompt a state to modernize its military forces. If a rival views these actions as threatening, they may initiate their own military modernization efforts, potentially resulting in security competition that leaves both states less secure. These risks may be particularly severe when rising powers are involved with MOOTW as deployments may unmask previously unknown capabilities and because greater uncertainty often surrounds the intentions of emerging powers.\(^5\) To be sure, MOOTW are only one set of activities that contribute to security competition, but existing literature overlooks the potential for seemingly benign MOOTW to intensify security competition between states.

Examining whether MOOTW can drive security competition and arms racing contributes to both policy and academic discourse. From a policy perspective, militaries throughout Asia are increasingly involved in operations that fall short of traditional war. In recent years, China has carried out several non-combatant evacuations from warzones like Libya and Yemen; Japan has deployed advanced warships and patrol aircraft to conduct anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden; and India has dispatched forces – including its newest transport aircraft – to provide humanitarian relief following cyclones and floods in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.\(^6\) Because of the


seemingly altruistic nature of these operations, policymakers and think tanks have increasingly called for cooperation on MOOTW as a means of enhancing relations between states with strained ties.\(^7\) If, however, MOOTW worsen security competition, policymakers may want to rethink participation in such missions.

This article also contributes to academic studies on the security dilemma and builds upon research on MOOTW participation. Scholars have dedicated significant attention to studying the security dilemma in conventional contexts where one state or group attempts to increase its security against another\(^8\), in ethnic conflict\(^9\), and in alliance politics\(^10\), but have yet to assess whether security dilemma dynamics plague MOOTW. Existing research on MOOTW has studied state motivations for participation\(^11\), effectiveness\(^12\), and provided in-depth studies of specific deployments\(^13\), yet the broader ramifications of MOOTW participation on interstate relations remain largely unexplored.

---


This article proceeds in four sections. First, I define MOOTW and briefly assess rationales for state participation. Second, I apply the security dilemma to MOOTW. I describe the mechanisms that may contribute to security spirals and explain why the dilemma may be particularly severe when rising powers are involved. Third, I examine the plausibility of MOOTW-driven security dilemmas by analyzing government documents, media, interviews, and scholarly works to process trace security dilemma dynamics that resulted from Japan’s post-3/11 earthquake relief efforts. The findings of this analysis tentatively suggest that even the most-benign military deployments can amplify mistrust and arms racing, suggesting that capabilities—rather than intentions—play a more significant role in driving competition between rivals. The paper concludes by offering a set of policy recommendations that encourage continued participation in MOOTW, albeit with limitations on the types of assets deployed.

**MILITARY OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR**

Military Operations Other than War entail a range of activities that fall short of “large-scale, sustained combat operations.” On one end of the spectrum are non-combat MOOTW—including humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, and the evacuation of non-combatants—which generally do not involve the use or threat of force. At the other end of the spectrum are activities such as freedom of navigation missions, strikes and raids, and support to counterinsurgency operations, which inherently involve the use or threat of force. Between these two extremes are tasks like peace operations, support to counter drug operations, and the protection of shipping from non-state actors. While some MOOTW are designed to intentionally deter or threaten, this article concentrates on operations that are intended to enhance regional stability or respond to humanitarian disasters, rather than threaten or use force against other actors. Within this subset

---

of missions, there is significant variation between MOOTW; some are complex overseas operations with significant logistical demands, while others may be narrow, short-term domestic missions.

States throughout Asia have not only increasingly participated in MOOTW, but have incorporated these operations into their national security strategies. China considers MOOTW to be a key element of its military’s “new historic missions”, and its National Defense Strategy directs the PLA to “emphasize the employment of armed forces in peacetime...[and] strengthen overseas operational capabilities such as emergency response and rescue, merchant vessel protection at sea and evacuation of Chinese nationals, and provide reliable security support for China’s interests overseas.”

Similarly, India’s 2015 maritime strategy argues that “[t]here has also been a higher incidence of natural disasters and regional instabilities over the past decade necessitating increased deployment of the Indian Navy for Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) operations and Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO).” To address these “increased non-traditional threats” the maritime strategy calls for “a revised focus and suitable augmentation of capabilities in some areas[.]” The formalization of MOOTW in state strategy suggests these non-traditional operations are now a fixture in the modern security environment.

Although MOOTW are ostensibly intended to promote collective security or defend national interests from non-traditional threats, several domestic and international factors may shape a state’s decision to launch an operation. States may participate to signal adherence to

---

18 Ibid.
international norms, bolster soft power, safeguard national interests, or project an image of growing military competence to domestic and international audiences.\textsuperscript{19} These factors may operate in parallel, with several factors motivating state participation in a single MOOTW. As states adopt more holistic conceptions of national security that include non-traditional issues such as refugee flows, food security, and health crises, the likelihood of MOOTW participation increases.\textsuperscript{20}

While government press releases and official speeches often frame MOOTW participation in the most altruistic of terms – for instance alluding to international norms or cooperative security – the anarchic nature of the international system makes it difficult for other states to put faith in these explanations. First, potential rivals may view these philanthropic rationales as a mask for more self-interested motives. A state may claim to act out of unalloyed altruism, but only launch MOOTW in regions where it has significant economic, political, or strategic interests.\textsuperscript{21} Indeed, activities like peacekeeping, securing sea-lanes, and conducting domestic disaster relief help maintain political stability and promote economic growth that is critical for both rising and established powers.\textsuperscript{22} Second, even the most benign of missions provide impure public goods that privilege the MOOTW participant more than other states.\textsuperscript{23} Unlike pure public goods that allow all individuals to benefit equally, impure public goods offer a mix of private and public payoffs. For instance, a state’s participation in an anti-piracy


\textsuperscript{23} Sheehan, \textit{The Economics of UN Peacekeeping}. 
operation may provide the public good of enhanced regional stability and maritime security, while simultaneously providing the private payoff of closer commercial or diplomatic ties with regional actors and the opportunity to enhance its naval capabilities. This uncertainty surrounding a state’s motives for MOOTW participation, and its intentions more broadly, is a necessary condition for the rise of the security dilemma.

**THEORY: THE MOOTW SECURITY DILEMMA**

The security dilemma holds a prominent place in explaining behavior in an international system where states act to safeguard their interests and where the intent of rivals cannot be trusted. According to the classic theory, a state faces a dilemma when deciding how to defend itself against a potential adversary. On one hand, policymakers may choose to do nothing. Failing to take steps to counter the perceived threat, however, may leave the state weakened vis-à-vis its rival and susceptible to attack. Alternatively, the state could take steps to balance against its rival. For instance, a state might opt to develop new weapons to defend against the perceived threat, or, expand participation in alliances to share the burden of deterring the rival. Even if the state’s efforts to enhance its security are purely defensive in nature, distrustful rivals may perceive the measures as threatening or offensively oriented.\(^{24}\)

In the classic dilemma, two variables affect the likelihood that the defending state’s actions will be viewed as threatening: capabilities differentiation and the offense-defense balance. First, military capabilities that can be used for both offensive and defensive purposes may increase the likelihood of security competition, as states cannot be assured that their rivals will use military equipment for defensive purposes. Second, capabilities that make offensive action easier and less risky may provide a state with incentives to initiate conflict. In turn, a rival that views these measures as an offensive threat may take balancing measures that

\(^{24}\) Jervis, “Cooperation Under the Security Dilemma.”
set off a spiral of escalatory behavior and arms racing.\textsuperscript{25} Paradoxically, measures intended to increase security can leave both states less secure and worse off.

The security dilemma has traditionally been used to explain the unintended consequences that occur when one state attempts to increase its security vis-à-vis another state.\textsuperscript{26} While the security dilemma has been applied to cases other than interstate competition – such as intrastate ethnic conflict – these studies still examine circumstances where one group takes steps to increase its security relative to another group.\textsuperscript{27} The same mechanisms that lead to the security dilemma between two groups, however, may be present even when a state’s military actions are intended to provide humanitarian assistance, promote stability, or establish peace, rather than bolster defenses against another actor. Just as with confronting a potential rival in an inter-group security dilemma scenario, a leader facing a humanitarian crisis, piracy, or some other non-traditional security threat, must decide how to react. A leader could do nothing and potentially face destabilizing domestic audience costs or the reputational consequences of international criticism. Or, she could deploy forces on a MOOTW, and potentially reveal military capabilities that rivals perceive as threatening, ratcheting up security competition. This represents a paradox similar to the classic security dilemma context in which a state’s efforts to promote stability unintentionally decrease stability.

Critics may argue that MOOTW participation is not a primary cause of the security dilemma and that these operations need not be destabilizing. Neither of these claims detracts from the argument presented in this article. First, since multiple factors drive a state’s security

policies, MOOTW participation can be one of several contributors to competition between rival states. MOOTW are more likely to trigger security competition when the level of mistrust and tension between states is already high, but the revelation of capabilities during seemingly benign operations can still fuel competition between states with closer ties. Indeed, even close allies can never fully trust each other.\textsuperscript{28} Second, even if a MOOTW enhances regional stability, promotes cooperation, or reassures allies and the international community in the short term, the mission can reveal capabilities that could be leveraged during future combat operations. A state’s use of its military to assist or reassure today does not necessarily commit it to continue using its forces in an altruistic manner in the future.

The remainder of this section spells out the MOOTW security dilemma argument, which is illustrated in Figure 1, below. The section assesses the dilemmas leaders face when deciding whether to launch a MOOTW, applies the capabilities differentiation and offensive-defense balance to MOOTW, and examines how the participation of rising powers in MOOTW may intensify security dilemma dynamics.

\textbf{Figure 1:}
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\textsuperscript{28} Snyder, “The Security Dilemma in Alliance Politics.”
The Dilemma: Deciding to Participate

MOOTW deployments typically involve significant risks and costs, so states must weigh the benefits of action against the consequences of inaction. An operation may help protect citizens, safeguard commercial and strategic interests, signal military prowess, or demonstrate a state’s commitment to international norms and institutions. On the flipside, failing to participate in a MOOTW can leave citizens in harm’s way; prolong suffering of those needing relief; or jeopardize access to material resources, markets, investments, and infrastructure. Because of the possibility for adverse consequences, both domestic and international audiences may demand that states launch MOOTW to promote stability or protect national interests. Ignoring these calls could generate domestic audience costs or result in criticism from the international community that weakens a leader or a state’s global standing.

States routinely face domestic criticism for their hesitance to participate in MOOTW. During the Libyan Civil War, for instance, Chinese bloggers actively criticized their country’s initially limited evacuation of citizens. One blogger, reportedly a Chinese railway worker living in Libya, called for Beijing’s help on a popular Chinese website: “The UK, France, and South Korea are preparing to send over planes. How come there’s still no movement from our government?” ²⁹ The posts were shared thousands of times and generated hundreds of comments from Chinese ‘netizens’ urging their government to take action.³⁰ The evening after the blog posts began circulating, President Hu Jintao – in an announcement extensively carried by state media – ordered “all out efforts to ensure the life and property safety of Chinese nationals in Libya[.]” ³¹ Following Hu’s directive, China’s State Council established an emergency

³⁰ Ibid.
headquarters that directed Beijing’s “largest and most complicated evacuation ever,” eventually evacuating 35,860 Chinese citizens from Libya.\textsuperscript{32}

A government’s failure to respond to domestic calls for MOOTW deployments can adversely affect public opinion toward the government. President Benigno Aquino, for instance, faced harsh criticism from Filipinos for his government’s slow and ineffective response to Super Typhoon Yolanda in 2013.\textsuperscript{33} In the months following the typhoon, Aquino’s approval ratings dipped and he eventually made a public apology for the government’s lackluster MOOTW performance.\textsuperscript{34} In the worst case for governments, criticism can spiral into mass protests that threaten security and stability. In recent years, Chinese protestors calling for better government response to natural disasters have besieged government buildings and destroyed official vehicles, leading authorities to deploy paramilitary forces to subdue the riots.\textsuperscript{35}

Criticism for failing to participate in MOOTW can also come from the international community. International actors may view states that rely on other states to keep peace, maintain open sea lanes, or respond to humanitarian emergencies as free-riders that are unwilling to contribute their fair share to promoting stability.\textsuperscript{36} These accusations increase distrust and make it difficult for perceived free-riders to cooperate with other states on tasks where international

collaboration is required or desired. Although the available evidence cannot identify a causal link between calls for action and state decisions to launch MOOTW, leaders almost certainly take domestic and international pressures into account when making decisions about the deployment of military forces.

**Revealing Military Capabilities: The Challenge of MOOTW-Offense Differentiation**

Once a state commits to MOOTW participation, its deployment of forces provides potential rivals with information about its military capabilities. By employing weapon systems or demonstrating command and control functions, MOOTW shed light on a military’s strengths and weaknesses, information that states often keep private or misrepresent to maintain strategic advantage over their peers. If an operation is successful, the MOOTW participant demonstrates its military prowess. Conversely, if a mission fails or experiences challenges, a state may expose previously unknown military shortcomings. In either case, MOOTW provide rivals with valuable intelligence on a state’s force structure, readiness, and tactics. Once unmasked, this information may lead rivals to initiate balancing efforts.

According to the security dilemma, the likelihood of escalatory spirals is heightened when “offense-defense differentiation” is difficult. A state may feel obligated to take balancing action to enhance its own security if a rival’s actions to defend itself also enable offensive operations. Although military postures that are purely defensive in nature are thought to be stabilizing, few military measures are exclusively defensive, making differentiation a challenge.

---

Most military capabilities – like tanks or multi-role fighter aircraft – can be employed to defend a state’s borders or to carry out offensive combat operations.41

The challenge of offense-defense differentiation plagues MOOTW just as it does traditional interstate conflict. The same assets that are used to carry out tasks like delivering humanitarian aid, evacuating non-combatants, and warding off pirates can also be used during offensive operations. While the requirement for combat equipment such as main battle tanks, submarines, and bomber aircraft is non-existent during most MOOTW, modern non-combat operations demand many of the same resources as traditional combat operations. U.S. joint doctrine, for instance, dictates that rapid mobility via sea, air or land; robust command and control and intelligence infrastructure; and combat support functions such as medical capabilities are required to support both combat and non-combat operations.42

Recent MOOTW have provided states the opportunity to showcase their mobility, intelligence, and combat support capabilities. China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force deployed its long-range Ilyushin II-76 transport aircraft – capable of airlifting over 40 tons of supplies or 140 passengers nearly 3,000 miles – to evacuate non-combatants from Libya, help search for missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370, and deliver relief supplies to Nepal.43 Beijing has used the same aircraft to transport its national level rapid reaction unit, the 15th Airborne Corps, to overseas exercises.44 The 15th Airborne Corps is expected to be one of the first units deployed to any military contingency that requires ground forces, demonstrating the

41 Ibid., 203.
utility of air mobility assets to both MOOTW and conventional military operations. In the intelligence arena, the U.S. Air Force deployed its remotely-piloted RQ-4 Global Hawk reconnaissance aircraft to assess structural damage following earthquakes in Haiti and to monitor the crippled Fukushima reactor, but more routinely use the jet to collect intelligence on potential adversaries, providing information that could aid targeting efforts during combat operations.

On the logistics support front, Beijing has used a combination of port calls and underway replenishment from auxiliary ships to sustain the deployment of advanced destroyers on anti-piracy operations off the Horn of Africa, but would use similar ships to support any combat deployments. Washington also deploys military assets like the USNS Mercy hospital ship on humanitarian assistance missions, showcasing an asset with the primary task not of providing disaster relief, but of “provid[ing] rapid, flexible, and mobile acute medical and surgical services to support Marine Corps Air Ground Task Forces deployed ashore, Army and Air Force units deployed ashore, and naval amphibious task forces and battle forces afloat.”

A state may demonstrate its ability to carry out many of these critical military tasks even if civilian assets are employed instead of military ones. Civilian and commercial entities have long played a role in supporting armed forces, particularly in providing surge sealift and airlift capacity. Beijing relied heavily on chartered commercial ferries and aircraft from Chinese airlines to carry out its 2011 Libya evacuation, and also used civilian airliners to supplement

---

military aircraft to deliver aid and evacuate Chinese nationals from Nepal following an earthquake in 2015.\textsuperscript{49} India also relied on chartered Air India A320s and civilian vessels to supplement Indian Navy ships and Indian Air Force C-17 transport aircraft to evacuate over 5,000 Indian citizens from Yemen in 2015.\textsuperscript{50}

While these operations took place in largely permissive environments with only limited threats to air and maritime operations, the expertise gained in rapidly mobilizing civilian assets, and coordinating complex civilian-military operations can be applied if civilian assets are subsequently deployed on conventional military operations. The United States, for instance, relied on chartered civilian airliners to transport over 100,000 troops to the Middle East in the lead up to Operation Desert Storm, and the PLA uses civilian aircraft to deploy troops during force projection exercises.\textsuperscript{51} More recently, commercial firms have also played an increasing role in providing a range of other services once conducted by government agencies.\textsuperscript{52} For instance, commercial satellite firms like Digital Globe have provided the U.S. Government with intelligence imagery during both MOOTW and combat operations.\textsuperscript{53}

Military hardware alone may trigger concerns about a rival’s capabilities, but determinants of combat effectiveness like force employment and training levels play an equally important role.\textsuperscript{54} Simply maintaining a military asset in an arsenal or using it during carefully


\textsuperscript{54} Kenneth M. Pollack, \textit{Arabs at War: Military Effectiveness, 1948-1991} (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2002); Stephen Biddle, \textit{Military Power: Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle} (Princeton, NJ:
scripted exercises provides little information about a state’s ability to deploy the hardware operationally. MOOTW deployments, however, demonstrate a state’s capacity to employ an asset and integrate it into real world operations, unmasking both strengths and weaknesses to potential rivals. Effective force employment during certain forms of MOOTW may be especially likely to exacerbate perceptions of a state’s threatening offensive capabilities. For instance, anti-piracy missions demonstrate a state’s ability to deploy and sustain forces far from a nation’s borders and may signal greater military capabilities than a more limited or localized MOOTW, like a domestic disaster relief mission. Even limited missions, however, can showcase new capabilities that concern rivals.

While deployments can reveal new capabilities, failures and operational shortcomings during MOOTW are also informative to MOOTW-participants and their rivals. After experiencing challenges on MOOTW deployments, states may launch modernization and training programs to minimize perceived shortfalls. In turn, rivals may view these actions as threatening and increase their own military modernization efforts. For example, after facing significant challenges during post-typhoon relief efforts in 2013, the Philippine military sought to enhance its military processes and equipment. Evaluations of the operation authored jointly by Philippine and U.S. personnel offered several recommendations – such as increased interoperability between Philippine and U.S. military forces, continued forward basing of U.S. personnel, and streamlined coordination with regional partners – that would enhance Manila’s capability to execute MOOTW.55 Manila also took steps to modernize its sealift fleet, which

---

proved less than capable during typhoon relief operations. The acquisition of transport vessels, including five surplus Australian tank landing ships, bolstered the Philippine Navy’s disaster relief capabilities, but these acquisitions and enhancements in alliance interoperability could also be used to support conventional military operations in areas like contested islands in the South China Sea. If, however, a state chooses not to rectify weaknesses exposed during operations, MOOTW participation can have a stabilizing effect on security competition, Rivals may feel more confident about their existing capabilities vis-à-vis the MOOTW-participating state and hold off on balancing efforts.

MOOTW deployments and post-MOOTW modernization offer ideal venues for states to gather information on their rivals’ capabilities that might not otherwise be easily available. States allow for significant media coverage of MOOTW missions and routinely broadcast details about their participation – to include the type and number of assets deployed – in official announcements. Governments have incentives to showcase these operations to highlight their military prowess, responsiveness to popular or international demands, and altruism to both domestic and foreign audiences. Further, military modernization programs following an ineffective MOOTW operation may be highly publicized in order to ameliorate domestic criticism for the state’s poor performance.

To be sure, state-controlled press releases and media reports may intentionally overstate a state’s capabilities. Despite the potential for actors to misrepresent their abilities, MOOTW participation still provides a degree of insight into a state’s military capabilities that might not be available in the absence of operational deployments. In addition to information made available in

---

57 China, for instance, maintains both English and Chinese language websites that provide almost daily updates on their forces deployed on peacekeeping and anti-piracy operations, and embedded civilian journalists on their early missions in the Gulf of Aden.
media and government announcements, states with robust intelligence infrastructure can develop more precise assessments about a potential adversary’s capabilities by collecting intelligence during their rival’s MOOTW operations. By fusing geospatial, signals, and human intelligence reporting, analysts may be able to identify shortcomings, command and control processes, deployment timelines, or tactics.\textsuperscript{58} Indeed, in the lead-up to China’s first anti-piracy deployment in 2008, Chinese officials expressed concern that “secret reconnaissance” that could take place during MOOTW.\textsuperscript{59}

\textit{Gaining an Offensive Advantage}

In the traditional framing, the security dilemma is deepened when the offense-defense balance favors offensive action. If destroying an adversary’s forces and seizing its territory is perceived to be easier, less costly, and more likely to yield benefits than defending one’s homeland, states may be more apt to initiate offensive activity.\textsuperscript{60} To avoid being the target of such an attack, states are likely to balance against a rival when they perceive offense to have the advantage. Conversely, states are less likely to engage in balancing behavior when defense has the advantage and protecting one’s own territory is perceived to be easier than seizing adversary-held lands. MOOTW participation allows states to refine skills and gain geographic access that can make future missions easier and less risky, potentially leading military decision-makers to be more willing to deploy forces on offensively-oriented missions.

A combination of technology and geography determine the direction of the offense-defense balance. Technologies that enhance the mobility, survivability, and lethality of military

\textsuperscript{58} For more on intelligence disciplines and fused analysis, see Mark M Lowenthal, \textit{Intelligence: From Secrets to Policy} (Los Angeles: SAGE/CQ Press, 2012).


forces allow states to more easily carry out first strikes, generating an offensive advantage.\(^6\) Geographic features like level terrain make offensive action easier, while natural barriers such as mountains and oceans provide a defensive advantage by leveraging the stopping power of geography to hinder attacks.\(^6\) Although the effect of the offense-defense balance is subject to an academic debate, certain military equipment and skillsets allow states to overcome geographic barriers and more easily conduct offensive operations.\(^6\) The availability of these systems in skills may make it easier to conduct offensive action, potentially altering a state’s decision calculus on the use of force.

The skills refined during MOOTW participation may allow a state to carry out offensive action during future contingencies with greater ease and less risk. As described above, many of the capabilities employed on MOOTW – such as mobility and ISR assets – help overcome geographic barriers or collect information that can increase the effectiveness and precision of combat operations. Skills that contribute to effective force employment, like logistics, joint operations, and command and control that are developed while orchestrating MOOTW also enhance a state’s ability to plan and execute combat or force projection operations. Indeed, many of the systems and processes leveraged during MOOTW are what Celeste Wallander refers to as general assets, capabilities that can be employed across a range of theaters and missions, rather than being tied to a specific location.\(^6\) States that refine utilization of general assets during MOOTW can avoid much of the international criticism that might arise during large-scale exercises designed to practice offensively-oriented skills. As states become more competent and

---


comfortable with employing these general assets, military decision-makers may believe that operations can be carried out more easily and with less risk, making them more willing to carry out subsequent offensive operations.

In addition to providing a venue to operationally test capabilities and refine tactics that make offensive action easier, MOOTW deployments may position a state’s military forces well beyond traditional operating areas. This forward deployment of forces may place a state’s troops in close geographic proximity to rivals, contested areas, strategic lanes of communication, or overseas economic interests, allowing a state to more rapidly respond to potential threats or to cut off a rival’s access to strategically important areas. China’s anti-piracy deployment, for instance, heightened concerns among Indian policymakers that China was encroaching on New Delhi’s Indian Ocean region sphere of influence. The need to support overseas MOOTW may also be used as justification for permanent overseas basing. Indeed, in July 2017 Beijing deployed military personnel to its first overseas base in the East African nation of Djibouti, which ostensibly serves as a resupply facility for PLA Navy vessels participating in antipiracy and humanitarian operations. The reduced distance from flashpoints offered by overseas bases or forward deployed locations could allow MOOTW-participants to respond to crises far faster than deploying assets from domestic bases. China, for example, demonstrated its ability to use forward deployed assets by redeploying a frigate from its antipiracy mission in the Gulf of Aden to participate in an evacuation operation in Libya in spring 2011.

Offensively oriented skills gained on MOOTW missions can diffuse across militaries as deployed personnel return home and share tactics, draft standardized operating procedures, or

---

integrate lessons learned and best practices into formal training and acquisitions programs. The PLA, for instance, has established MOOTW studies departments at various military academic institutions, helping to refine MOOTW doctrine and operations. Lessons learned can also be disseminated across broader segments of a state’s military as senior military officers who previously led MOOTW deployments are promoted into positions of greater authority. Research from management science finds that organizations can learn and improve their operations when employees rotate through assignments, particularly overseas postings. Personnel gain expertise with processes and management skills, build up networks of overseas colleagues, and gain technological knowledge during their international assignments. Upon their return, they not only apply their new skills, but help educate the organization by transferring knowledge to other personnel. According to these findings, officers with MOOTW experience likely integrate best practices into exercises and doctrine, or develop acquisitions strategies informed by their MOOTW service, increasing a state’s ability to carry out the full range of military operations.

The career progression of retired PLA Navy Vice Admiral Du Jingchen, the first commander of China’s anti-piracy task force in the Gulf of Aden, illustrates how officers assigned to MOOTW may later spread skills gained on these deployments. Upon completing his assignment as task force commander, Admiral Du remarked that the operation was a learning opportunity that highlighted gaps in China’s naval capabilities, and that shortcomings in areas

---

such as combat readiness, equipment development, and regulations experienced during “the escort mission can impel us to further update our concept and probe into new ways and new methods in naval building.”

Du quickly advanced up the ranks after his anti-piracy deployment. He was promoted to commander of China’s East Sea Fleet, which would play a pivotal role in a war with either Taiwan or Japan. He subsequently advanced to Chief of Staff of the PLA Navy, a position that overseas navy personnel management, operations, training, and logistics, allowing him to influence a range of PLA Navy policies. Du finished his career as a Deputy Commander of the PLA Navy, one of China’s most senior naval officers. During his tenure as Chief of Staff and Deputy Commander, the PLA Navy participated in several MOOTW including non-combatant evacuations and hospital ship deployments, while also stepping up more traditional deployments in the Western Pacific.

**Long Term Balancing**

Under the MOOTW security dilemma, balancing behavior is drawn out over an extended period of time, with limited short-term tit-for-tat balancing. Military research and development, acquisitions, and tactics development can take years, so balancing behavior might not be immediately observed. Instead, a state’s MOOTW deployment may serve as a critical juncture, a key event that sets off a series of subsequent actions that might otherwise not have happened.

After perceiving a rival’s MOOTW as threatening, a state may initiate a protracted series of

---

74 Ibid., 64–65.
balancing actions as governments and military services debate how to most effectively counter the perceived threat. Once a solution is decided upon, new assets take time to design and build, personnel must be trained to operate the new systems, and equipment must be integrated into a nation’s existing command and force structure. As a result, capabilities developed in reaction to a rival’s MOOTW may not become operational until decades later.

In the short term, a state may launch an operation parallel to a rival’s MOOTW deployment, but destabilizing security competition is unlikely to occur within the relatively short time horizons of a specific mission. Indeed, sworn nemeses participating in the same MOOTW mission are often able to set aside broader strategic disputes. For example, Indian and Pakistani troops have historically cooperated on United Nations peacekeeping operations even as their comrades faced-off on the Indian subcontinent. Similar dynamics exist between other rivals. The American commander of a multinational anti-piracy task force off the Somali coast hosted the PLA Admiral commanding China’s unilateral anti-piracy operation in March 2009, amidst a significant diplomatic row caused by China’s harassment of an American surveillance ship in the South China Sea just one week earlier.

The Intensity of the MOOTW Security Dilemma: The Role of Rising Powers

The risk of a MOOTW security dilemma may be heightened when rising powers are involved since deployments have the potential to reveal more information about a rising power’s military capacity than about an established power’s. Ascendant powers regularly acquire new military technology, but are often hesitant to divulge information about their capabilities or intent.
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for fear of sharing too much information with militarily powerful rivals.\textsuperscript{81} The operational employment of these systems during MOOTW, however, allows potential adversaries to update their assessments of the MOOTW-participating state’s military power. To be sure, an established power’s MOOTW participation can disclose new information, but far more is generally known about the military capabilities of these states as they have showcased their forces during previous deployments and exercises. When less information is available about a state’s capabilities, the demonstration effect – or impact – of unveiling new technologies may be significantly larger.\textsuperscript{82} In turn, these more significant revelations may contribute to more intense balancing behavior.

Uncertainty over the long-term intentions of rising powers may compound concerns about the military capabilities revealed during MOOTW deployments. Scholars who study shifts in the global balance of power have long argued that rising powers take actions to upset the world order once they accrue sufficient capabilities to challenge the dominant actor.\textsuperscript{83} To prevent these power transitions, dominant actors often respond by taking balancing actions designed to stymie the challenger’s rise. Accordingly, states may view the willingness of a rising power to deploy forces on MOOTW well beyond its home territory or in a manner that showcases advanced equipment as a threatening indicator of a state’s more assertive foreign and defense policy. Even though MOOTW deployments are generally not intended to bolster defenses vis-à-vis rivals, states cannot be sure that the rising power’s intentions will remain purely altruistic as it gains more power. In the worst case, the capabilities and skills used to support MOOTW today could be used to wage war tomorrow.

\textsuperscript{83} Gilpin, \textit{War and Change in World Politics}. 
AN EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT

I rely on process tracing to conduct a hoop test of the MOOTW security dilemma. Specifically, I examine a series of events surrounding Japan’s response to the 2011 earthquake and tsunami for evidence of the causal mechanisms associated with security dilemma dynamics. Passing the hoop test affirms the plausibility of the hypothesis, but does not confirm it. If, however, evidence does not indicate that MOOTW participation can cause security competition, the MOOTW security dilemma fails the test and is eliminated from subsequent consideration. The timing and sequencing of post-earthquake events – like China’s reaction to Japan’s relief operations – is critical for effective process tracing, but chronology alone is insufficient for theory testing. Instead, evidence must indicate that temporally prior events actually shaped subsequent decisions related to balancing behavior.

If MOOTW participation can cause security dilemmas, we should observe a specific sequence of events. First, a state should face pressure – from domestic or international audiences – to dispatch forces in response to a non-traditional security threat or natural disaster. During this deployment, the state reveals information about its military capabilities such as new equipment, previously undemonstrated tactics, an ability to rapidly deploy outside traditional operating areas, or operational shortcomings. A rival will observe these capabilities and will initiate balancing behavior if it believes the capabilities revealed during MOOTW or post-MOOTW modernization efforts weaken its security vis-à-vis the MOOTW-participant. In the long run, we expect to observe the development of similar capabilities or increased deployments on similar
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To search for this evidence, I draw qualitative data from government documents, press releases, and media reporting.

Admittedly, there are several limitations to this analytic approach. First, governments may be hesitant to openly express concern about their rivals’ MOOTW deployments; doing so might signal weakness or be denounced for criticizing an ostensibly altruistic mission. As a result, it is difficult to identify specific instances where leaders admit to viewing a rival’s MOOTW as threatening or that it led them to take balancing action. In the absence of access to classified official records or senior level defense and foreign ministry deliberations that might reveal a state’s true positions, this paper draws inferences solely from openly available information. Decision-makers are faced with a similar challenge: without unambiguous information about potential rivals, diplomats and intelligence services frequently make judgments based on incomplete information and often predict the most threatening, worst-case scenarios.  

A second challenge is distinguishing a state’s actions taken in direct response to a rival’s MOOTW from those that would have occurred even if the MOOTW did not take place. States face a multitude of security challenges and may enact policies, acquire new assets, or mobilize forces to balance against a range of these threats. Thus, even if a state takes an action shortly after a rival’s MOOTW, the action may not be the direct result of the rival’s deployment. As Robert Jervis posits, “appearances are not sufficient to determine whether actors are reacting to each other.”  

However, when observations of balancing actions are combined with other
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indicators – like state-affiliated think tanks citing a rival’s MOOTW deployments as justification for military modernization – a MOOTW security dilemma may be at play.

Drawing from the spectrum of MOOTW described above, I examine a case where forces are deployed on a non-combat domestic relief operation. Japan’s humanitarian relief operations following the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami were not launched in response to a hostile actor and did not require the use or threat of force. Further, the earthquake relief case involved a domestic deployment that did not dispatch Japanese troops beyond Japanese territory. If the MOOTW security dilemma appears in this case, it should also appear in cases where a MOOTW mission deploys more menacing forces further from a state’s borders.

The 3/11 Earthquake Response

On March 11, 2011, a 9.0 magnitude earthquake struck off the coast of eastern Japan. The quake and ensuing tsunami destroyed nearly half a million buildings, triggered a meltdown at the Fukushima nuclear reactor, and caused 16,000 deaths. Given the intense devastation, Tokyo had little option but to initiate a massive military operation to deliver humanitarian aid and begin the recovery process. Failing to deploy forces would have prolonged suffering and generated a significant economic downturn. Within days, Japan had launched its largest military mobilization since World War II, deploying over 106,000 Self Defense Force (SDF) personnel supported by 24,000 U.S. servicemembers.90 For a nation constitutionally bound to limit the use of its armed forces, the relief effort provided an unprecedented window into Japan’s military operations, highlighting Tokyo’s military capabilities and showcasing the strength of the U.S.-Japan alliance. Simultaneously, the mission also revealed operational shortcomings that the
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Ministry of Defense would work to rectify in subsequent years.\(^9\) China and Russia reportedly paid close attention to Japanese recovery efforts, possibly allowing them to identify SDF skills and capabilities to balance against.

*Showcasing Capabilities*

The Ministry of Defense began mobilizing forces within minutes of the initial tremors. Tokyo quickly activated an emergency headquarters and dispatched surveillance aircraft to assess damage, demonstrating its ability to rapidly call up and deploy forces for contingency operations.\(^9\) By the end of the day, Japan had mobilized 8,400 troops for relief efforts and initiated plans for a far larger call-up of forces. Forty-eight hours later, the Ministry of Defense had mobilized more than 50,000 personnel from across Japan and began deploying them to regions hardest hit by the quake and tsunami.\(^9\) Tokyo also conducted the first-ever mobilization of its reserve forces since their establishment in 1954, calling up more than 2,500 reservists to assist with relief operations.\(^9\) At the peak of post-3/11 operations, nearly fifty-percent of total SDF manpower was mobilized.\(^9\) While the rapid call-up and sustainment of personnel was critical for relief efforts, speedy mobilization is also a necessity for effective combat operations.

The earthquake relief mission also demonstrated Japan’s ability to conduct joint operations and execute command and control during contingencies, competencies that are essential for more traditional combat operations. The Ministry of Defense established the Joint Disaster Response Task Force three days after the earthquake to direct ground, maritime, and air forces assigned to relief operations and to coordinate the response to the Fukushima meltdown.\(^9\)
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\(^9\) Ibid., 2–3.

\(^9\) Ibid., 17.


This was Japan’s first operational joint task force, and represented a significant advance in Tokyo’s joint capabilities. Although Japanese military services had previously deployed alongside each to Iraq and the Horn of Africa, these missions typically involved small numbers of personnel from just two services.\textsuperscript{97} The earthquake relief efforts involved far more personnel and showcased a deeper integration of leadership and personnel with members of air, maritime, and ground forces under a joint command structure.

Japan’s Joint Task Force was supported by nearly 24,000 American military personnel operating 189 aircraft and 24 U.S. Navy vessels, including a carrier strike group and elements of a Marine Expeditionary Unit.\textsuperscript{98} Washington’s Operation Tomodachi transported Japan SDF personnel and equipment, helped reopen airfields, conducted reconnaissance and damage assessments, and delivered millions of pounds of relief supplies. To streamline operations, Japan and the United States relied heavily on liaison officers embedded at military headquarters and onboard ships. For instance, a Japanese general was posted at the headquarters of U.S. Forces in Japan (USFJ), while the Deputy USFJ Commander worked at Japan SDF Headquarters.\textsuperscript{99} Liaison officers were also deployed at lower echelons of command, helping with coordination between U.S. and Japanese forces.\textsuperscript{100} Although the mission suffered from several communication, information sharing, and integration challenges, Operation Tomodachi showcased the interoperability of Japanese and American forces that would likely play a decisive role in any future combat operations in the region.\textsuperscript{101}

\textsuperscript{97} Tatsumi, \textit{Great Eastern Japan Earthquake: Lessons Learned}, 21–22.
\textsuperscript{100} Jennifer Moroney et al., \textit{Lessons from Department of Defense Disaster Relief Efforts in the Asia-Pacific Region} (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2013), 98.
\textsuperscript{101} Tatsumi, \textit{Great Eastern Japan Earthquake: Lessons Learned}; Samuels, \textit{3.11 Disaster and Change in Japan}, 103–7.
Japanese officials and citizens widely considered Operation Tomodachi – the largest bilateral mission in the history of the U.S-Japan alliance – to be an indicator of Washington’s commitment to defending Japan.\textsuperscript{102} Former Japanese Prime Minister Nakasone Yasuhiro, for instance, suggested that large-scale American participation in relief efforts demonstrated Washington’s solidarity with Tokyo as the United States was under no formal treaty obligation to assist Japan in the event of natural disasters. Thus, Operation Tomodachi represented a “valuable element in the future rebuilding and deepening” of the alliance.\textsuperscript{103} Many Japanese policymakers even viewed the large-scale U.S. participation in post-earthquake relief efforts as having a deterrent effect on Japan’s potential rivals.\textsuperscript{104} Although some analysts have questioned whether relief efforts truly strengthened the U.S.-Japan alliance, the perceived strength of Washington’s commitment to Tokyo and ability to interoperate with Japanese forces may have stoked concerns in Beijing, Moscow, and Pyongyang.\textsuperscript{105}

In addition to highlighting alliance solidarity and Tokyo’s ability to rapidly mobilize forces, 3/11 relief efforts showcased several specific capabilities and assets – airborne ISR, airfield operations, and Japan’s airlift assets and helicopter carriers – that would be critical during combat operations. These capabilities delivered information to decision-makers, opened airfields for the subsequent landing of personnel and supplies, and extended the reach of Japan’s military forces.

Aerial reconnaissance played a key role in conducting damage assessments, monitoring conditions at the Fukushima reactor, and identifying areas where aid was most urgently needed. Both the SDF and U.S. military began launching aircraft to gather information shortly after the
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earthquake. One day after the earthquake, U.S. Navy P-3 Orion patrol planes based at Kadena Air Base in Okinawa conducted the first American aerial reconnaissance missions along the Japanese coastline. The P-3 missions surveyed ports and airfields to locate embarkation sites, assessed Japanese lines of communication, and provided imagery that helped amphibious landing forces resupply islands not accessible by land.\(^{106}\) Subsequent missions flown by U.S. Air Force RQ-4 Global Hawk remotely piloted aircraft and high altitude U-2 reconnaissance jets operating from bases in Guam and South Korea provided over 3,000 images to U.S. and Japanese agencies that identified passable roads, located survivors, and provided updates on the status on the Fukushima reactor.\(^{107}\) The same aircraft that provided information to drive relief efforts are routinely used to collect information on potential rivals and have supported combat operations in Libya, Afghanistan, and Iraq.\(^{108}\) Indeed, reconnaissance tasks carried out during 3/11 relief efforts – like identifying amphibious landing sites or pinpointing small groups of people – are the same type of reconnaissance requirements that might be needed during combat operations, such as a conflict over contested territory in the East China Sea.

Relief efforts also illustrated the ability of American and Japanese forces to rapidly establish control of airfields and ports, missions that enable the delivery of personnel and supplies in both MOOTW and combat situations. The same U.S. Air Force and Navy units tasked to reopen tsunami-damaged ports and aviation facilities after 3/11 have wartime missions that include combat harbor clearance and “deploying undetected into hostile combat and austere


environments to establish assault zones or airfields.”

Once reconnaissance identified earthquake-damaged airports that could be used for relief efforts, U.S. Air Force special operations teams working with Japanese personnel cleared runways of debris, established air traffic control, and reopened airports and air bases to aircraft delivering personnel and supplies. In one case, a Japanese and American team cleared a debris-covered 5,000-foot segment of runway at Sendai International Airport in three hours, allowing the airport – which had suffered significant tsunami damage – to become a logistics hub for the relief operation.

Navy Mobile Diving and Salvage Units, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Teams, and Underwater Construction Teams also worked alongside Japanese personnel to clear debris and damaged vessels from ports and harbors along Japan’s eastern coast, helping to restart operations at these facilities.

Post-3/11 recovery operations also showcased Japanese military assets by allowing the SDF to deploy several mobility systems that enabled the rapid deployment of forces, demonstrating a general asset useful in both MOOTW and combat settings. Although the United States provided significant airlift and sealift support, Japan relied heavily on its small fleet of KC-767, C-130H, and C-1 transport aircraft along with maritime assets like hovercraft landing ships to move supplies and personnel. Japan’s military operates a far smaller number of transport aircraft and ships than its potential adversaries, but the use of these systems during
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relief efforts highlighted the potential for the SDF to use its lift assets during contingency operations in nearby flashpoints like the Senkakus.

Japan’s relief operations also involved its Hyuga-class helicopter destroyer, which at the time, was the largest ship to serve in the Japanese fleet since the end of World War II. The Hyuga – which was commissioned two years before the 3/11 earthquake – is capable of carrying up to 11 helicopters and is equipped with a 195-meter long flight deck where four helicopters can simultaneously take off or land.114 During post-3/11 operations, the SDF used the Hyuga as an afloat command center and a refueling and relay station for Japanese and U.S. helicopters involved in transport and search and rescue operations.115 Because of its ability to launch aircraft from points beyond Japan’s shores, some analysts described the Hyuga as providing Japan’s first power projection capability since 1945. Indeed, Japan deployed a Hyuga-class ship to the South China Sea to participate in naval exercises with the Philippine Navy in early 2016, challenging Beijing’s maritime claims in the region.116 The power projection capabilities offered by ships like the Hyuga are particularly threatening to potential rivals since flattop ships like helicopter and aircraft carriers are traditionally viewed as offensive assets. Indeed, China has criticized Japan for developing and deploying helicopter carriers, which some Chinese commentators have referred to as “aircraft carriers in disguise” that threaten regional stability.117

Lessons Learned

Japan’s 3/11 relief efforts yielded lessons that helped the SDF prepare for a range of future missions including both MOOTW and traditional combat deployments. To be sure,

carrying out operations in a contested environment subject to adversary attacks is far more challenging than conducting peacetime humanitarian relief efforts, but the real-world employment of the SDF and its integration with American forces allowed Tokyo to identify both best practices and operational shortcomings. Lessons learned dealing with troop deployments, joint operations, and alliance interoperability were incorporated into Japanese military planning and alliance exercises, allowing these competencies to be refined for potential use in future contingencies.\textsuperscript{118} At the same time, limitations unmasked during the relief mission led the Ministry of Defense to launch modernization efforts to ensure Japan’s military was equipped to face future security challenges.

Post-3/11 relief operations exposed SDF capability shortcomings in two primary areas: ISR and logistics.\textsuperscript{119} The SDF did not have sufficient ISR assets to adequately monitor the Fukushima reactor and conduct damage assessments of other earthquake-affected areas.\textsuperscript{120} As a result, the U.S. military conducted a sizeable share of ISR operations during the relief efforts. Although the U.S. provision of ISR support demonstrated the alliance’s ability to gather and share intelligence during contingency operations, Japan’s shortage of ISR assets – specifically unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with long loiter times – led the Ministry of Defense to step up its development and acquisition of UAV capabilities.\textsuperscript{121} In the years following 3/11, the Japanese government sought to acquire a variety of UAVs including the American-built RQ-4 Global Hawk, which the United States had used to great effect during earthquake recovery efforts.\textsuperscript{122} In addition to their use in MOOTW situations, these assets could be used to conduct reconnaissance
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operations near contested maritime and territorial claims, a move that Beijing would almost certainly view as adversely impacting its security and seek to counter.\footnote{UAV operations around the Senkakus is already contentious, with Beijing and Tokyo issuing warning against the other’s UAV operations. See, Daniel Schearf, “Japan, China Territorial Tensions Rising Over Unmanned Drones,” \textit{Voice of America}, October 31, 2013.}

The operation also highlighted several shortcomings in the SDF’s logistics capabilities. Senior Japanese officers specifically pinpointed the lack of maritime transport systems and amphibious capabilities as a key challenge.\footnote{Naoyuki Taura, “JSDF’s Logistics Capability: Lessons Learned From 3/11” (Stimson Center, March 16, 2012), 9.} SDF ground forces were often unable to pass over damaged roads and Japan maintained only a small fleet of airlift and sealift assets. As a result, the SDF was forced to rely largely on the United States for sea and air transport.\footnote{Tatsumi, \textit{Great Eastern Japan Earthquake: Lessons Learned}, 25.} Although the operation demonstrated that Japan could conduct small-scale mobility operations, limitations in lift capacity led policymakers to question whether Japan would be able to support large contingency deployments without Washington’s assistance.

Japan’s Ministry of Defense attempted to leverage the wave of post-3/11 public support for the SDF to secure funding for mobility assets that would help address the shortcomings identified during the relief mission.\footnote{Samuels, \textit{3.11 Disaster and Change in Japan}, 93.} For instance, Japan’s five-year defense program announced in 2013 included outlays to acquire 52 amphibious vehicles and 17 Osprey aircraft, military assets that are often associated with combat operations.\footnote{Jun Iiyama, “Ospreys, Drones on Japan’s Defense Wish List,” \textit{Nikkei Asian Review}, December 14, 2013.} Indeed, the 2013 defense budget authorized the acquisition of amphibious vehicles for “deployments of units from the sea in order to respond to illegal activities and invasions of islands, as well as for disaster relief activities in and out of Japan.”\footnote{Japan Ministry of Defense, “Defense Programs and Budget of Japan: Overview of FY2013 Budget” (Tokyo: Ministry of Defense, January 2013), 5.} One Japanese legislator explicitly highlighted the ability of these systems to conduct both MOOTW and combat operations by suggesting that amphibious
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ships would allow the SDF to “solve both disaster response and China problems at the same time.”

*Balancing by Rivals*

The post-earthquake relief operations provided China and Russia with a rare window to observe Japan’s military capabilities. Shortly after the earthquake, a Chinese State Oceanic Administration patrol helicopter reportedly flew in close proximity to a Japanese Maritime SDF destroyer in the East China Sea, leading Tokyo to lodge a diplomatic protest to Beijing. Russian military aircraft also reportedly approached Japanese airspace in the days after the earthquake. One member of Japan’s House of Councilors who had previously commanded Japanese forces in Iraq suggested that Russian and Chinese probing of air and sea defenses during the crisis allowed these potential adversaries to collect information about how Japanese forces operated with their American allies. To be sure, Beijing also deployed a 15-member rescue team to northeastern Japan and offered $4.57 million in material aid including blankets and tents. China also offered to deploy its PLA Navy *Peace Ark* hospital ship and PLA robots designed to handle nuclear accidents, but Tokyo declined these offers to avoid accepting Chinese military assistance.

Chinese and Russian intelligence operations likely contributed to both short and long term escalatory dynamics. While short-term escalation is limited, intelligence collection can prompt intercepts of reconnaissance aircraft or heated diplomatic exchanges. In the longer term, information gleaned by watching Japanese and American forces conducting relief efforts and
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observing Japan’s post-3/11 defense modernization efforts almost certainly informed Chinese and Russian defense planning. Understanding a potential rival’s tactics, equipment capabilities, and alliance operations provides the intelligence collecting state with valuable information that can shape targeting strategies, refine tactics, or inform future acquisitions plans.

Japan’s decision to boost its amphibious operations and ISR capabilities – in part due to lessons learned during 3/11 relief efforts – may have played a role in shaping Beijing’s modernization in these areas. Because systems like airlift assets and amphibious ships can be used during both MOOTW and combat operations, Chinese officials and commentators have criticized Japan’s post-3/11 acquisitions as evidence of Tokyo’s aggressive intentions. A Chinese Defense Ministry spokesperson condemned Japan’s 2013 decision to acquire RQ-4 reconnaissance aircraft and amphibious ships, arguing that Tokyo’s actions “us[ed] the pretext of safeguarding Japan’s own national security and regional peace for its military expansion.”

In recent years, China has stepped up its own development of remotely piloted reconnaissance aircraft and has continued to modernize its fleet of amphibious warfare ships, suggesting it is balancing against Japan’s military expansion. To be sure, several factors influence a state’s military planning, but a Chinese think tank closely affiliated with the government has cited Beijing’s weak MOOTW capabilities vis-à-vis potential rivals as justification for Chinese military modernization efforts, and recent Chinese defense white papers have described the important role of MOOTW in future defense planning.

Although identifying a clear causal link between MOOTW operations and security competition would require unfettered access to senior
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policymakers, openly available evidence in the 3/11 case suggests that MOOTW can intensify security dilemma dynamics between rival states.

CONCLUSION

This article sheds light on an increasingly policy-relevant question: can seemingly benign military operations other than war exacerbate security dilemmas? The analysis tentatively suggests that the security dilemma can indeed be intensified not only by a state’s defensive measures, but also by participation in a range of MOOTW activities. The latter are increasingly common features in the modern security environment, and governments and think tanks often tout the operations as means to promote cooperation and regional stability. Like the traditional security dilemma – in which a state can increase its vulnerability by either failing to take defensive actions or for taking them – failure to participate in a MOOTW can leave a state susceptible to reputational costs, while participation can increase vulnerability by inadvertently intensifying security competition, even if the mission has no malign intent.

MOOTW can create a “doubly dangerous” world of security competition when the operations demonstrate military capabilities that can support both MOOTW and offensive action, and when MOOTW participation postures a state’s forces in a manner that makes offensive activity easier. States are inherently concerned with protecting their own interests and cannot overlook the possibility that their rivals may one day use the capabilities showcased during non-combat operations to carry out offensive missions. States that feel that the capabilities revealed during MOOTW decrease their security vis-à-vis a rival may take steps to counter these perceived threats. The risk of such balancing behavior can be particularly severe when MOOTW involve rising powers eager to demonstrate their military prowess. A hoop test conducted using
process tracing of Japan’s post-3/11 relief efforts suggests that security dilemma dynamics are at play in contemporary MOOTW.

Despite these risks, governments, think tanks, and academics routinely suggest that multinational MOOTW participation enhances transparency and cooperation between rivals. However, given the potential for these seemingly benign missions to worsen security competition with potentially destabilizing long-term consequences, policymakers ought to reconsider their decisions regarding MOOTW participation.

The risk of security dilemmas need not discourage states from participating in operations designed to enhance regional stability, protect citizens, or provide humanitarian relief. Indeed, the international community expects states – particularly those with sufficient economic and military resources – to carry out these tasks. Eschewing these responsibilities in favor of national security strategies that focus solely on promoting a state’s self-interests and ignore non-traditional security threats would almost certainly leave the world less stable. Failing to peacekeep or deliver humanitarian assistance, for instance, could lead to the expansion of ungoverned spaces, the spread of diseases, and upticks in maritime piracy.

So what can policymakers do to respond to these non-traditional threats, while mitigating the likelihood of MOOTW security dilemmas? Continued MOOTW participation and cooperation with both allies and potential rivals on MOOTW exercises and operations can yield significant dividends. Events such as bilateral U.S-China disaster relief exercises not only help prepare for real world contingencies, but can also enhance relations between rival states by building rapport between militaries; establishing and facilitating lines of communication between states at the tactical, operational, and strategic level; and socializing states to international norms
and standards of operations. These benefits can have a stabilizing effect that can help control escalatory dynamics during future periods of heightened tension.

Policymakers and military planners, however, have the task of designing MOOTW that minimize the likelihood of security competition. While it may be impossible to eliminate balancing behavior entirely, states may be able to take steps to reduce the chances of escalatory spirals. First, states might avoid deploying unnecessarily advanced military assets on MOOTW, and instead employ the least advanced asset capable of safely carrying out the mission. To be sure, military leaders want to ensure their forces are adequately equipped to meet mission objectives or may seek to test or intentionally reveal new capabilities, but must realize that deploying these advanced systems may intensify security dilemma dynamics. Second, states should consider launching their MOOTW under the auspices of international organizations. While competition can still arise in these cases, multilateral operations foster transparency and may help overcome some of the uncertainty surrounding motives for MOOTW participation. Further, multilateral operations may reduce the perception that MOOTW participation is an impure public good that benefits one actor more than others. By participating in collective decision-making and operations, each contributor has the opportunity to shape the planning process and benefit from the operation.

Scholars and policy analysts have an important role in helping policymakers identify the types of MOOTW operations and military capabilities that are most likely to exacerbate security competition. This study represents only an initial test of the MOOTW security dilemma and draws from a recent case in East Asia. Further research might apply the security dilemma logic to a broader range of cases that exhibit greater temporal and geographic variation. Doing so will
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provide better understanding of the mechanisms that drive MOOTW security dilemmas and test the generalizability of this study’s findings. Although MOOTW have the potential to inadvertently exacerbate long-term security competition, they are a fixture in the modern security environment and play an important role in enhancing regional and global stability. While it may be overly optimistic to eliminate security dilemma dynamics from MOOTW, finding how to minimize these dynamics will help foster a more stable and secure world.